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	Foundation Adobe Edge Animate is a project-oriented book that will walk you through the features of Edge Animate - Adobe's exciting new motion and interaction tool for web standards development. Edge Animate is an application that allows web designers and developers to make full use of many of the features of CSS3, JavaScript, and HTML5.

	

	Edge Animate enables you to animate graphics without the need to hand code everything using canvas or SVG. It exports well-formed, standards-compliant code that you can either use to create new web products, or add directly into existing projects. It also features full JavaScript and DOM manipulation, enabling you to get under the hood and create fantastic interactive experiences.

	

	Using a unique project-oriented focus you will be creating carefully developed projects designed to give you the skills and confidence necessary to undertake interactive and web design experiences aimed at devices ranging from smart phones to the TV set in your living room. Along the way you will discover how many of the tools in the Adobe Web Design CS6 collection can be fully utilized to create expressive and engaging web applications. This includes:

	
		Building interactive projects using the Edge Animate timeline and coding tools.
	
		Learning how Fireworks, Photoshop, and Illustrator are used for Edge Animate content creation.
	
		Discovering how pages created in Dreamweaver and Muse can become fully interactive and contain motion graphics in Edge Animate.



	What you’ll learn

	
		Use Edge Animate to create web sites and applications
	
		Create web graphics without the need to hand code in canvas
	
		Add JavaScript animation and interactivity to your projects
	
		Integrate Edge Animate content with your own HTML5 projects
	
		Easily handle DOM events
	
		Combine Edge Animate with Dreamweaver and Muse



	Who this book is for


	Web standards developers needing a simple tool to create interactive experiences in HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript.

	

	Flash developers transitioning over to web standards development will also find this book invaluable.
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Professional Azure SQL Database Administration: Equip yourself with the skills you need to manage and maintain your SQL databases on the Microsoft cloudPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Discover how you can migrate a traditional on-premise SQL server database to a cloud-based solution with Microsoft Azure. Built with database administrators in mind, this book emulates different scenarios you might come across while working with large, complex SQL database migrations and provides solutions for effectively managing...
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Nanoscience: Nanobiotechnology and NanobiologySpringer, 2009
Nanobiotechnology is a rapidly developing field of research. Ever more applications are emerging from all branches of nanobiotechnology in medicine, pharmacy, cosmetics, chemical and agro-industry. The book presents the basics, fundamental results and latest achievements of nanobiotechnological research. It extends as far as promising...
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Cryptography: A Very Short IntroductionOxford University Press, 2002
We are surrounded by cryptography, from the ATM, where we withdraw cash, mobile phones, and the Internet, to workplace security systems that protect business secrets, and the civil and military codes that protect the skies above us.

In this fascinating introduction to how cryptography actually works, Fred Piper and Sean Murphy highlight...
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Spectral Methods in MATLAB (Software, Environments, Tools)SIAM, 2001

	This is the only book on spectral methods built around MATLAB programs. Along with finite differences and finite elements, spectral methods are one of the three main technologies for solving partial differential equations on computers. Since spectral methods involve significant linear algebra and graphics they are very suitable for the high...
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Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft SQL Server T-SQL in 10 MinutesSams Publishing, 2007
Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft SQL Server T-SQL in 10 Minutes offers straightforward, practical answers when you need fast results. By working through 10-minute lessons, you’ll learn everything you need to know to take advantage of Microsoft SQL Server’s T-SQL language.
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High Dynamic Range Image Reconstruction (Synthesis Lectures on Computer Graphics)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2008
High dynamic range imaging (HDRI) is an emerging field that has the potential to cause a great scientific and technological impact in the near future. Although new, this field is large and complex, with non-trivial relations to many different areas, such as image synthesis, computer vision, video and image processing, digital photography, special...
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